OVERVIEW OF THE COLLECTION:

Creator:
Title: Anderson, Frederick Lincoln - Papers
Date:
Quantity: 5 inches linear ft.
Location: C.S. Mss. 1985-7

BIOGRAPHY:

1862, Apr 14  Born: St. Louis, MO
1882  Graduated: University of Chicago
1888  Received B. D., Baptist Union Theological Seminary, Morgan Park, IL
1904-1905  Studied University of Berlin
1888, Mar 29  Ordained: Baptist, Morgan Park, IL
1882-1885  Assistant Professor: Latin, University of Chicago
1888, June-Sept.  Acting Pastor: Second Baptist Church, St. Louis
1888-1900  Pastor: Second Baptist Church, Rochester, NY
1900-1933  Professor: Biblical Interpretation, N. T., NTI
1933-1938  Professor Emeritus
1938, Jan 23  Died: Newton Centre, MA

SCOPE AND CONTENT:

The Frederick Lincoln Anderson Papers document the professional work of Anderson. The bulk of the collection consists of newspaper clippings arranged by him. With the exception of 2 notebooks on Luke and Romans and a student grade book, the remaining items relate to Anderson’s work at Second Baptist Church in Rochester, NY.
Newspaper clippings
(arranged alphabetically by subjects assigned by Anderson)
Academic and missionary education
Baptist polity and principles
------ Christi
Christian apologetics
Fine arts, music, painting, etc.
For Jews, R.C., &c.
Liquor and politics
Love to our fellow-men
Marriage and divorce
Materialistic and evolutionary philosophy
Missions
Philosophy
Political economy
Preaching
Pre-revolutionary American history
Psychological phenomena
Religious training of children
Rhetoric
Sin
Socialism
Suggestions on church work
miscellaneous

Notebooks
The gospel of Luke
Romans/Grammatical notes

Class book/N.T.I., 1931-1938

Material related to Second Baptist Church, Rochester, NY
letters:

n.d.
C.E. Backus to FLA
1889
Jun 17 Spencer A. Tompkins to FLA
18 Mary M. Judson to FLA
Jul 2 C.P. Work to FLA
7 Ira S. Ingraham to FLA

1890
Jan 13 Henry Osgood to FLA

documents related to case of Stephen Robinson and "Jennie"
(1 folder)
Sunday School membership lists
(1 folder)
Sunday School lesson series, #1-24; lesson #13 is manuscript in hand of FLA
(3 folders)